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Deteting barrier to ross-jet Lagrangian transport and its destrution in a
meandering ow
M.V. Budyansky, M.Yu. Uleysky, and S.V. Prants
Pai Oeanologial Institute
of the Russian Aademy of Sienes,
43 Baltiiskaya st., 690041 Vladivostok, Russia
Cross-jet transport of passive salars in a kinemati model of the meandering laminar two-
dimensional inompressible ow whih is known to produe haoti mixing is studied. We develop a
method for deteting barriers to ross-jet transport in the phase spae whih is a physial spae for
our model. Using tools from theory of nontwist maps, we onstrut a entral invariant urve and
ompute its harateristis that may serve good indiators of the existene of a entral transport
barrier, its strength, and topology. Computing fratal dimension, length, and winding number of
that urve in the parameter spae, we study in detail hange of its geometry and its destrution that
are aused by loal bifurations and a global bifuration known as reonnetion of separatries of res-
onanes. Senarios of reonnetion are dierent for odd and even resonanes. The entral invariant
urves with rational and irrational (noble) values of winding numbers are arranged into hierarhial
series whih are desribed in terms of ontinued frations. Destrution of entral transport barrier
is illustrated for two ways in the parameter spae: when moving along resonant bifuration urves
with rational values of the winding number and along urves with noble (irrational) values.
PACS numbers: 05.45.-a,05.60.Cd,47.52.+j
I. INTRODUCTION
A meandering jet is a fundamental struture in labo-
ratory and geophysial uid ows. Strong oeani and
atmospheri jet urrents separate water and air masses
with distint physial properties. For example, the Gulf
Stream separates the older and fresher slope oean wa-
ters from the salty and warmer Sargasso sea ones. Re-
ently, there has been muh interest in applying ideas and
methods from dynamial systems theory to study mixing
and transport in meandering jets. In steady horizontal
veloity elds, water (air) parels move along streamlines
in a regular way. When the veloity eld hanges in time,
the motion beomes muh more ompliated even if the
hange is periodi. The phenomenon of haoti advetion
of passive partiles in (quasi)periodially-disturbed uid
ows has been studied theoretially and experimentally
[1, 2, 3, 4℄.
In the ontext of dynamial systems theory, haoti ad-
vetion is Hamiltonian haos in two-dimensional inom-
pressible ows (for a review of Hamiltonian haos see,
for example, [5, 6, 7, 8℄). The oordinates x and y of a
passive partile on the horizontal plane satisfy to simple
Lagrangian equations of motion
dx
dt
= u(x, y, t) = −
∂Ψ
∂y
,
dy
dt
= v(x, y, t) =
∂Ψ
∂x
, (1)
where u and v are zonal and meridional veloities of the
partile, and the stream funtion Ψ plays the role of a
Hamiltonian. The phase spae of the dynamial system
(1) with one and half degrees of freedom is a onguration
spae for passive partiles.
A number of simple kinemati and dynamially onsis-
tent model stream funtions have been proposed to study
large-sale haoti mixing and transport in geophysial
meandering jet ows [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16℄. De-
terministi models do not pretend to quantify transport
uxes in real oeani and atmospheri urrents but they
are useful to reveal large-sale spae-time strutures that
speify qualitatively mixing and transport of water and
air masses. Whether or not the jet provides an eetive
barrier to meridional or ross-jet transport, under whih
onditions the barrier beomes permeable and to whih
extent, these are ruial questions in physial oeanogra-
phy and physis of the atmosphere. The problem must be
treated from dierent points of view. In the straightfor-
ward numerial approah based on full-physis nonlinear
models, the veloity eld is generated as an outome of a
basin irulation model and a ux aross the jet (if any)
an be estimated integrating a large number of traers.
The kinemati and linear dynamially onsistent models
are less realisti, but they allows to identify and ana-
lyze dierent fators whih ould enhane or suppress
the ross-barrier transport.
As to meandering urrents, both the approahes have
been applied to study ross-jet Lagrangian transport. A
simple kinemati model with the basi streamfuntion
in the form (2) has been shown to reprodue some fea-
tures of the large-sale Lagrangian dynamis of the Gulf
Stream water masses [17℄. The phase portrait of Eqs. (1)
with the meandering Bikley jet (2) is plotted in Fig. 1 (a)
in the frame moving with the meander phase veloity.
Time dependene of the meander amplitude or the in-
trodution of a seondary meander, superimposed on the
basi ow, may break the boundaries between distint
regions in Fig. 1 (a) produing haoti mixing and trans-
port between them [9, 10, 13, 14, 18, 19℄. The numerial
alulations, based on omputing the Melnikov funtion
[20℄, have shown that transport aross the jet was muh
weaker than that between the jet (J), the irulation ells
2(C), and the peripheral urrents (P ) in Fig. 1 (a), i. e.
the perturbation mixes the water along eah side of the
jet more eiently than aross the jet ore [9℄. An at-
tempt to analytially predit the parameter values for the
destrution of the transport barrier was made in Ref. [18℄
using the heuristi Chirikov riterion for overlapping res-
onanes [21℄. A tehnique, based on omputing the nite-
sale Lyapunov exponent, as a funtion of initial position
of traers, has been found useful in Ref. [22℄ to detet the
presene of ross-jet barriers in the kinemati model (2).
An analysis of ross-jet transport, based on lobe dynam-
is, has been applied in [23℄ to desribe how partiles an
ross the jet from the north to the south and vie versa.
The study of ross-jet transport has been motivated
also by a series of laboratory experiments [24, 25, 26℄
on Rossby waves propagating along an azimuthal jet in
a rapidly rotating tank. This ow an be modeled in
the linear approximation of the orresponding uid equa-
tions [27℄ by a stream funtion whih is a superposition
of a Bikley jet and two neutral modes (Rossby waves).
The destrution of a barrier to ross-jet transport has
been studied analytially by using the Chirikov riterion
in the pendulum approximation and numerially by us-
ing Poinare setions [27℄. It was shown that one needs
very large values of the perturbation amplitudes to break
the barrier. The analyti model proposed in [27℄ has
been used reently to study Lagrangian dynamis of at-
mospheri zonal jets and the permeability of the strato-
spheri polar vortex. Poinare setions and nite-time
Lyapunov exponents revealed a robust transport barrier
whih an be broken either due to large perturbation am-
plitudes of the Rossby waves or as a result of an inrease
of their phase veloities [28℄. A omparison of properties
of ross-jet transport in ad ho kinemati and dynami-
ally onsistent models of atmospheri zonal jets has been
done reently in Ref. [29℄.
Being motivated by Lagrangian observations of the
oeani urrents, ross-jet transport and mixing have
been studied in numerial models of meandering jets
[11, 12, 30℄. It has been shown both in barotropi
and barolini nonlinear numerial models, where the
meander amplitude an not be made arbitrary large,
that ross-jet haoti transport, resulting from the me-
andering motions, are maximized at a subsurfae level.
Sine the undisturbed veloity is weaker at deeper lev-
els, the orresponding separatries are loser to the jet
ore. Therefore, separatrix reonnetion should our
below some ritial depth and transport aross the jet
should be failitated.
Independent on the work on ross-jet transport in
the geophysial ommunity, there have been a number
of theoretial and numerial investigations of haoti
transport in so-alled area-preserving nontwist maps
[27, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38℄. We mention spe-
ially the early study of dierent reonnetion senario
[31, 36℄ and the rst systemati study of ross-jet trans-
port in nontwist maps [27, 37, 38℄. These maps loally
violate the twist ondition, a map analogue of the non-
degeneray ondition for Hamiltonian systems. Nontwist
maps are of interest beause many important mathemat-
ial results, inluding KAM and Aubry-Mather theory,
depend on the twist ondition. Apart from their mathe-
matial importane, nontwist maps are of a physial in-
terest beause they are able to model transition to global
haos, the term meaning in the mathematial ommunity
a ross-jet transport. Nontwist maps allow to study dif-
ferent senarios for this transition: reonnetion of sep-
aratries, meandering and breakup of invariant tori, and
others.
The onset of global haos in osillatory Hamiltonian
systems, where the eigenfrequeny possesses a loal ex-
tremum as a funtion of energy, has been studied analyt-
ially and numerially in Refs. [39, 40℄. In suh systems
with two or more separatries, global haos may our at
unusually small magnitudes of perturbation due to over-
lap in the phase spae between resonanes of the same
order and their overlap in energy with haoti layers of
the orresponding unperturbed separatries.
In the present paper we develop a method for detet-
ing a barrier to ross-jet Lagrangian transport (or global
haos in a more general ontext), apply it to the kine-
mati model of a meandering jet ow, study hanges
in its topology under varying the perturbation param-
eters, and senarios of its destrution. In Se. II we
briey introdue a model streamfuntion whih is known
to produe haoti advetion [9, 13, 23℄ and ompute the
amplitudefrequeny εν diagram demonstrating the pa-
rameter range for whih ross-jet transport exists. Based
on the symmetry of the ow, we propose in Se. IIIa a
numerial method to identify a entral invariant urve
(CIC) whih is a diagnosti means to detet the proess
of destrution of a entral transport barrier (CTB). The
CIC is onstruted by suessive iterations of so-alled in-
diator points [33℄. Computing the fratal dimension of a
set of iterations of those points at dierent values of the
parameters, we identify whether the CIC and CTB are
broken or not. In Se. IIIb we study possible geometries
of the CIC that may hange dramatially with varying ε
and ν. Before the total destrution, the CIC experienes
a number of loal bifurations beoming a ompliated
meandering urve whose properties an be speied by
its length and the winding number w. A struture of
the set of CICs is revealed in a ontinued fration rep-
resentation of their winding numbers. The CICs with
rational w are arranged in hierarhial series onneted
with the orresponding resonanes. Whereas, the CICs
with noble numbers form their own series. Destrution
of CTB is studied in Se. IV for two ways in the pa-
rameter spae. When moving along a so-alled resonant
bifuration urve with a rational value of w, one speies
the values of ε and ν for whih the CIC is broken but
CTB remains. In ontrary to that, when moving along
any urve with noble value of w, a CIC exists providing
CTB. The proess of CTB destrution in both the ases
is illustrated in Se. IV.
3II. THE AMPLITUDEFREQUENCY
DIAGRAM FOR CROSS-JET TRANSPORT IN
THE MODEL FLOW
We take the Bikley jet with a running wave imposed
as a kinemati model of a meandering shear ow in the
oean. The respetive normalized stream funtion in the
frame moving with the phase veloity of the meander has
the following form [13℄:
Ψ = − tanh
(
y − A cosx
L
jet
√
1 +A2 sin2 x
)
+ Cy, (2)
where the jet's width L
jet
, meander's amplitude A and
its phase veloity C are the ontrol parameters. The
phase portrait of the advetion equations (1) with the
streamfuntion (2), shown in Fig. 1 (a), onsists of three
dierent regions: the entral eastward jet J , hains of
the northern and southern irulation ells C and the
peripheral westward urrents P . The ow is steady in the
moving frame of referene, and passive partiles follow
the streamlines. In Fig. 1 (b) we plot a frequeny map
f(x0, y0) that shows by nuanes of the grey olor the
value of the frequeny f of partiles with initial positions
(x0, y0) in the unperturbed system. The maximal value
of the frequeny, f
max
= 1.278, have the partiles moving
in the entral jet.
As a perturbation, we take the simple periodi modu-
lation of the meander's amplitude
A = A0 + ε cos νt. (3)
Under the perturbation, the separatries, onneting sad-
dle points, are destroyed and transformed into stohasti
layers. The strength of haos depends strongly on both
the perturbation parameters, the perturbation amplitude
ε and frequeny ν. In the model used the normalized on-
trol parameters are onneted with the dimensional ones
as follows [13℄: A = ak, C = c/u
m
λk, and L
jet
= λk,
where a, k, and c are amplitude, wave number, and phase
veloity of a meander, respetively, λ and u
m
are har-
ateristi width and maximal zonal veloity in the jet
on the surfae. All these parameters hange in a wide
range in the Gulf Stream [9, 17, 18℄: λ ≃ 40 ÷ 100 km,
a ≃ 50÷60 km, 2pi/k ≃ 200÷400 km, c ≃ 0.1÷0.5m/se,
u
m
≃ 1÷1.5m/se. So, we get L
jet
≃ 0.1÷3, A ≃ 0.7÷2,
and C ≃ 0.02 ÷ 0.3. Being motivated by mixing and
transport in the Gulf Stream, we took the following nor-
malized values of the ontrol parameters that will be used
in all our numerial experiments: A0 = 0.785, C = 0.1168
and L
jet
= 0.628.
The equations of motion (1) with the stream funtion
(2) and the perturbation (3) have the symmetry
Sˆ :
{
x′ = pi + x,
y′ = −y
(4)
and the time reversal symmetry
Iˆ0 :
{
x′ = −x,
y′ = y.
(5)
The symmetries (4) and (5) are involutions, i. e. Sˆ2 = 1
and Iˆ20 = 1. Due to the symmetry Sˆ, motion an be
onsidered on the ylinder with 0 ≤ x ≤ 2pi. The part
of the phase spae with 2pin ≤ x ≤ 2pi(n + 1), n =
0,±1, . . . , is alled a frame. It should be stressed that
the phase spae in two-dimensional inompressible ows
is a onguration spae for adveted partiles.
FIG. 1: (a) Phase portrait of the unperturbed ow in the
frame moving with the meander's phase veloity. Streamlines
in the irulation ells (C), jet (J), and peripheral urrents
(P ) are shown. (b) Frequeny map represents by olor values
of the frequeny f of partiles with initial positions (x0, y0)
adveted by the unperturbed ow.
The following numerial proedure has been applied
to establish the fat of ross-jet transport in the kine-
mati model of the meandering jet urrent. The ad-
vetion equations (1) for given values of the perturba-
tion amplitude ε and frequeny ν and with twenty par-
tiles, released nearby the northern saddle point, have
been integrated up to the time instant when one of the
partiles was deteted to ross the straight line y = ys
passing through the southern saddle. If after the time
T
max
= 1000× 2pi/ν none of the partiles rosses the line
y = ys, we assume that for given values of the parame-
ters there is no ross-jet transport. The εν diagram in
Fig. 2 shows the values of the parameters for whih ross-
jet haoti transport exists (white-olor zones). There
are a number of the frequeny values for whih transport
ours at surprisingly small values of the perturbation
amplitude ε. The absolute minimal value of the pertur-
bation amplitude, at whih the ross-jet haoti transport
ours, ε
min
= 0.0218 ≈ A0/36, orresponds to the fre-
queny ν = 1.165 whih is lose to the natural frequenies
4of the partiles moving in the entral jet.
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FIG. 2: Amplitudefrequeny εν diagram showing the pa-
rameter values for whih ross-jet haoti transport exists
(white zones) or not (blak zones).
III. TOPOLOGY OF A BARRIER TO
CROSS-JET TRANSPORT AND CENTRAL
INVARIANT CURVE
The amplitudefrequeny diagram is useful to detet
ross-jet transport but its omputation is a time on-
suming proedure. Moreover, it says nothing about the
properties of barrier to transport and mehanism of its
destrution. A fratal-like boundary between the olors
in Fig. 2 reets an intermitteny in appearane and de-
strution of the ross-jet barrier when varying ε and ν.
Further insight into topology of the barrier ould be ob-
tained if one would be able to nd an indiator of ross-
jet transport, i. e. an objet in the phase spae whose
form ontains an information about permeability of the
barrier.
A. Deteting the entral invariant urve
First of all, we need to give denitions of some basi
strutures speifying a ross-jet barrier and its destru-
tion. The entral transport barrier (CTB) is dened as
a strip between the southern and northern unperturbed
separatries onned by marginal northern and southern
ballisti trajetories (exluding orbits of ballisti reso-
nanes in the stohasti layer). All the trajetories in-
side the CTB are ballisti, some of them are regular and
the other ones are haoti. The amplitudefrequeny di-
agram in Fig. 2 demonstrates learly destrution of the
CTB at some values of the perturbation parameters ε
and ν and onset of ross-jet transport.
Our Hamiltonian ow with the streamfuntion (2) is
degenerate, i. e. it violates the non-degeneray ondition,
∂f/∂I 6= 0, for some values of the natural frequeny of
passive partiles f and their ations I in the unperturbed
system. Physially it means that the zonal veloity pro-
le u(y) has a maximum. In theory of nontwist maps
the urve, for whih the twist ondition (analogue of the
non-degeneray ondition) is violated, is alled a non-
monotoni urve [32℄. In our model ow (2) it is some
value of unperturbed streamfuntion along whih the fre-
queny f is maximal (see Fig. 1 (b)).
Instead of integrating the advetion equations (1), we
integrate the orresponding Poinare map, an orbit of
whih is dened as a set of points {(xi, yi)}
∞
i=−∞ on the
phase plane suh that GˆT (xi, yi) = (xi+1, yi+1), where
Gˆt is an evolution operator on a time interval t and T ≡
2pi/ν is the period of perturbation. Operator GˆT an be
fatorized as a produt of two involutions GˆT = Iˆ1Iˆ0,
where Iˆ1 = GˆT Iˆ0 is also a time reversal simmetry [37℄.
A periodi orbit of period nT (n = 1, 2, . . . ) is an or-
bit suh that (xi+n, yi+n) = (xi + 2pim, yi), ∀i, where
m is an integer. An invariant urve is a urve invari-
ant under the map. The nonmonotoni urve is not an
invariant urve under a perturbation. The winding (or
rotation) number w of an orbit is dened as the limit
w = lim
i→∞
[(xi − x0)/(2pii)], when it exists. The winding
number is a ratio between the frequeny of perturbation
ν and the natural frequeny f . Periodi orbits have ratio-
nal winding numbers w = m/n. It simply means that a
ballisti passive partile in the ow ies m frames before
returning to its initial position x0 (modulo 2pi) after n pe-
riods of perturbation. Winding numbers of quasiperiodi
orbits are irrational.
Now we are ready to introdue the important notion
of a entral invariant urve (CIC). We dene CIC as an
urve whih is invariant under the operators Sˆ and GˆT .
It an be shown, that two urves invariant under Sˆ have
at least two ommon points. The urves, whih are in-
variant under GˆT , annot interset eah other. So, the
CIC is a unique urve. Following to Ref. [35℄, one an
show that the CIC orresponds to a loal extremum on
the winding number prole with an irrational value of
w. Suh urves are alled ¾shearless urves¿ in theory of
nontwist maps [32℄. The signiane of a shearless urve
is that it ats as a barrier to global transport in the phase
spae of a nontwist map. The violation of the twist on-
dition leads to existene of more than one orbit with the
same winding number arising in pairs on both sides of
the shearless urve. Those pairs of orbits an ollide and
annihilate at ertain parameter values. The ollision of
the orbits involves in phenomenon, whih was alled as
reonnetion of invariant manifolds of the orresponding
hyperboli orbits [31℄.
The CIC should not be thought as the last ross-jet
barrier urve in the CTB in the sense that it breaks
down under inreasing the perturbation amplitude in the
last turn. Sometimes it is the ase, but sometimes it is
not. Nevertheless, the CIC serves a good indiator of the
strength of the CTB and its topology.
The CIC an be onstruted by suessive iterations
5of so-alled indiator points [33℄. In our model ow (2)
with the symmetries (4) and (5), indiator points are the
points (x
(k)
j , y
(k)
j ), k = 1, 2, whih are solutions of the
equations
Iˆ0(x
(1)
j , y
(1)
j ) = Sˆ(x
(1)
j , y
(1)
j ), (6)
or
Iˆ1(x
(2)
j , y
(2)
j ) = Sˆ(x
(2)
j , y
(2)
j ), (7)
where index j numerates the points. The equation (6)
gives a pair of indiator points: (x
(1)
1 = pi/2, y
(1)
1 = 0)
and (x
(1)
2 = 3pi/2, y
(1)
2 = 0). Instead of solving Eq. (7)
we solve the equivalent equation
GˆT (x, y) = Iˆ0Sˆ(x, y) ≡ (pi − x,−y). (8)
If some (x, y) is a solution of (8), then Iˆ0(x, y) is a
solution of (7). The equation (8) annot be solved ana-
litially, so we apply the numerial method based on om-
puting a minimum of the funtion r(x, y) = ||GˆT (x, y)−
(pi−x,−y)||, where || · || is a norm on the ylinder. Sine
r(x, y) ≥ 0 for any (x, y), the points with r(x, y) = 0 are
minima of the funtion r(x, y). Thus, solution of Eq. (8)
redues to searhing for a loal minimum of the funtion
r(x, y) with the additional ondition r(x, y) = 0 at the
point of the minimum. There are a number of numer-
ial methods for doing that job. We prefer to use the
downhill simplex method. In our problem the funtion
r(x, y) always has two minima, i. e. two indiator points
transforming to eah other under ation of the operator
Sˆ.
Next, we study iterations, i. e. Poinare mapping
of one of the indiator points (x0, y0). If the itera-
tions (xi, yi) = Gˆ
i
T (x0, y0) are onned between invari-
ant urves in a bounded region, the following three ases
are possible in dependene on the dimension d of the set
(xi, yi):
1) The iterations lie on a urve on the phase plane with
d = 1 whih is a CIC.
2) The iterations is an organized set of points with
d = 0. It means that they onstitute either a entral
periodi orbit or a entral almost periodi orbit, an orbit
that ould not form a smooth urve on the phase plane
for a limited integration time.
3) The iterations form a entral stohasti layer with
d = 2.
If the iterations are not onned by any invariant
urves in a bounded region, i. e. they oupy all the a-
essible phase plane to the south and north from the en-
tral jet, then there exists global haoti transport. Thus,
the type of motion of indiator points provides an india-
tor of global haos and the absene of barriers to ross-jet
transport.
Possible topologies of the orresponding CTB at the
xed frequeny ν = 1.2 and with inreasing values of the
perturbation amplitude ε are illustrated in Fig. 3 plot-
ting iterations of the indiator points omputed by the
above-mentioned method. The panel (a) illustrates the
ase when those iterations form a CIC. Another typial
situation is shown in Fig. 3 (b) where the iterations fall
in small segments lling at τ → ∞ a ontinuous urve
whih is a entral almost periodi orbit. If the iterations
ll up not a urve but a bounded region between invari-
ant urves, then there appears a entral stohasti layer
preventing ross-jet transport (Fig. 3 ()). When itera-
tions of the indiator points oupy a region that is not
onned by any invariant urves, it means destrution
of the CTB and onset of global haos, i. e., haos in a
large region of the phase spae aompanied by ross-jet
transport.
The indiator points have been found with the help
of the above-mentioned numerial proedure, and their
iterations have been omputed in the following range of
the ontrol parameters: ν ∈ [0.95 : 1.5] and ε ∈ [0.01 : 1].
We assume that the iterations are bounded, if their o-
ordinates do not ross the unperturbed separatries after
5× 104 iterations. The dimension d of the set of those it-
erations is omputed by the box-ounting method, where
the value of d for the box size ek = (1/2)
k
is dened as
dk = log2
Nk+1
Nk
, (9)
where Nk is a number of boxes of the size ek ontaining
set points. The dimension dk goes to zero with dereasing
ek, and one annot distinguish in this limit between the
entral almost periodi orbit and the entral stohasti
layer at large k. Comparing the values of dk at dierent
values of k, we were able to nd the empirial value k = 4
whih is enough to make the dierene.
The results of omputation of the dimension d4(ε, ν)
for a set of iterations of the indiator points are shown
in the bird-wing diagram in Fig. 4. That one and the
other bird-wing diagrams in the parameter spae show
the properties of CTB and CIC in the range of ompara-
tively small values of the perturbation amplitude (0.01 ≤
ε ≤ 0.1) and the frequeny (1.15 ≤ ν ≤ 1.5) orrespond-
ing to partiles moving in the entral jet (Fig. 1 (b)).
White olor orresponds to the regime of global haoti
transport with unbounded motion of iterations of the in-
diator points. Otherwise, the CTB exists but its topol-
ogy is dierent. Grey olor means that there exists a
CIC with 0.95 ≤ d4 ≤ 1.05 in the orresponding range
of the parameters. White retangles, whih are hardly
visible in the main panel (see their magniation on the
inset of the gure), means existene of a entral almost
periodi orbit with d4 < 0.95 and blak strips  a entral
stohasti layer with d4 > 1.05.
B. Geometry of the entral invariant urve and its
bifurations
To quantify omplexity of the CIC we dene its length
L as a sum of the distanes between the iterations of the
6indiator points (xi, yi) ordered on the phase plane in the
following way:
1. The rst step. A point B0, belonging to a set of
iterations of the Poinare map (xi, yi), is marked.
2. The (j+1)-th step. We nd and mark among all the
unmarked points that one, Bj+1, whih minimizes
the Eulidean distane Dj = D(Bj , Bj+1) between
Bj and Bj+1.
3. The proedure is repeated unless all the points will
be marked.
FIG. 3: Poinare mapping of indiator points. In the
rst three panels the orbit of these points is bounded and
there exists a entral transport barrier (CTB) with (a) CIC
(ε = 0.01, ν = 1.2), (b) entral almost periodi orbit (ε =
0.011997277, ν = 1.2), and () entral stohasti layer at
(ε = 0.01177, ν = 1.2) with the inset demonstrating a magni-
ation of a small region. (d) Destrution of CTB and onset
of global haoti transport as a result of unbounded iterations
of indiator points (ε = 0.041, ν = 1.2).
As an output we have an ordered set of points Bj
onstituting a CIC. The auray is ontrolled by the
quantity maxDj . Large values of this quantity mean
that the points are ordered in a wrong way or a set of
points is haoti. To inrease the number of points we
use in addition to the original points (xi, yi) their im-
ages (xi+pi,−yi) as well. To minimize the omputation
time the points are sorted in aordane with their x o-
ordinates.
Figure 5 illustrates metamorphosis of the CIC as the
perturbation amplitude inreases. We start with the
CIC, shown in Fig. 5 (a), whih we all a nonmeandering
CIC. At the ritial value ε ≈ 0.011758, invariant man-
ifolds of hyperboli orbits of two hains of the 1:1 reso-
nane islands on both sides of the CIC onnet, and after
that the CIC beomes a meandering urve of the rst or-
der (Fig. 5 (b)) and period T . The period of CIC's mean-
dering is simply a period of nearby main islands [35, 41℄.
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FIG. 4: Bird-wing diagram of the box-ounting dimension
d4(ε, ν). White olor: regime with global haoti transport
with unbounded motion of indiator points (see Fig. 3 (d)).
If the motion of indiator points is bounded, then there exists
a CTB but its topology may dier. Grey olor (0.95 ≤ d4 ≤
1.05): regime with a CIC (see Fig. 3 (a)). Small white regions
whih are hardly visible inside the grey wing (d4 < 0.95):
regime with a entral almost periodi orbit (see Fig. 3 (b)).
Blak olor (d4 > 1.05): regime with a entral stohasti layer
(see Fig. 3 ()). Inset shows magniation of a small region
in the parameter spae with visible white and blak regions.
At the next ritial value ε = 0.01178721, reonnetion of
invariant manifolds of seondary resonane islands takes
plae. The orresponding seond-order meandering CIC
with period 79T is shown in Fig. 5 (). Highly meander-
ing CICs of higher orders appear with further inreasing
the perturbation amplitude (Fig. 5 (d)).
Some smooth invariant urves inside the CTB break
down under the perturbation (3), and hains of ballisti
resonane islands appear at their plae. Those islands
appear in pairs to the north and south from a CIC due to
the ow symmetries (4) and (5) (see Fig. 5 (a) and (b)).
Geometry of the CIC, size and number of the islands,
and topology of their invariant manifolds hange with
variation of the perturbation amplitude ε and frequeny
ν in a very ompliated way.
In Fig. 6 we plot in the parameter spae the values of
the CIC length L oding it by nuanes of the grey olor.
White olor orresponds to those values of the parame-
ters ε and ν for whih ross-jet transport exists due to de-
strution of the CTB. Blak olor odes the regime with a
broken CIC but a remaining CTB that prevents ross-jet
transport (d4 > 1.05). Dotted and dashed lines on the
plot are the resonant bifuration urves along whih the
CIC winding number w is rational. The m/n resonant
7FIG. 5: Metamorphosis of the entral invariant urve (CIC).
(a) Nonmeandering CIC (ν = 1.2, ε = 0.01174929). (b)
Meandering CIC of the rst order and period T (ν = 1.2,
ε = 0.01178721). () Meandering CIC of the seond order
and period 79T (ν = 1.2, ε = 0.01179027). (d) Meandering
CIC of a higher order (ν = 1.2, ε = 0.01179339).
bifuration urve is the set of values of the ontrol pa-
rameters for whih a reonnetion of invariant manifolds
of the n : m resonanes takes plae. The dotted lines or-
respond to even resonanes with w = (2k − 1) / 2k and
the dashed lines are odd resonanes with w = 2k/(2k+1),
k = 1, 2, . . . . All those urves end up in the dips of the
bird-wing diagram.
In order to analyze a fratal-like boundary of the bird-
wing diagram in Fig. 6, we ross it horizontally at the
frequeny ν = 1.2 and onsider the plot L(ε) in the range
of interest of ε (Fig. 7 (a)). The perturbation frequeny
ν = 1.2 is lose to the maximal frequeny f
max
of parti-
les in the middle of the jet in the unperturbed ow (see
Fig. 1 (b)). The plot L(ε) onsists of a number of spikes
with dierent height and width. In the range of small
values of the perturbation amplitude (ε < 0.011756), the
length of the CIC is approximately the same L ≈ 7.35 (a
small fragment of the funtion L(ε) is shown in Fig. 7 (a)
just to the left from the vertial line 1/1). In that range,
the CIC is a nonmeandering urve (see Fig. 5 (a)) sur-
rounded by smooth invariant urves and 1 : 1 resonane
islands with a heterolini topology. The size of those
islands is omparable with the frame size. The width
of the CTB, lled by invariant urves around the CIC,
dereases with inreasing the perturbation amplitude ε.
The CIC winding number w hanges under a varia-
tion of the perturbation amplitude. At ε ≃ 0.011756,
invariant manifolds of the 1:1 resonane onnet, and a
entral stohasti layer appears at the plae of the CIC.
This layer exists up to ε ≃ 0.011785 (see a random set of
points in Fig. 7 (a) in that range of ε). At ε > 0.011785,
the CIC appears again. Now it is a meandering urve
of the rst order (see Fig. 5 (b)) whose length is larger
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FIG. 6: Bird-wing diagram showing the length L of the CIC
by nuanes of the grey olor in the parameter spae (ε, ν).
White zone: regime with a broken CTB and ross-jet trans-
port. Blak olor: regime with a broken CIC but a remain-
ing CTB preventing ross-jet transport. Resonant bifuration
urves, along whih the CIC winding numbers w are rational,
end up in the dips of the wing. Dotted and dashed lines
orrespond to even and odd resonanes, respetively.
due to reonnetion of the 1:1 resonane islands. As ε
inreases further, the CIC length L hanges in a wide
range. Smooth fragments with approximately the same
value of L ≈ 20 alternate with spikes of dierent height
and width. The spikes are ondensed, when approah-
ing to the value w = 1/1, and overlap in the range
ε ≃ [0.011756 : 0.011785].
The arrangement of the spikes in Fig. 7 (a) an be
explained using a representation of rational numbers by
ontinued frations. A ontinued fration is the expres-
sion
c = [a0; a1, a2, a3, . . . ] = a0 +
1
a1 +
1
a2 +
1
a3 + · · ·
, (10)
where a0 is an integer number and the other an are nat-
ural numbers. Any rational (irrational) number an be
represented by a ontinued fration with a nite (in-
nite) number of elements. The spikes in Fig. 7 (a) are
arranged in onvergent series in suh a way that eah
spike in a series generates a series of spikes of the next
order. For example, the series of the integer n : 1 reso-
nane has the winding numbers equal to 1/n or [0;n] in
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FIG. 7: Dependene of the length of CIC L on the pertur-
bation amplitude at the xed frequeny ν = 1.2. (a) Gen-
eral view of the dependene L(ε) in the range of interest
ε = [0.01175 : 0.012]. Vertial dotted lines orrespond to
rational values of the CIC winding number w. The resonane
1/1 appears at ε = 0.11756. The arrangement of the spikes
is explained in the text. (b) Magniation of one of the wide
spikes in panel (a). Solid line is a winding number prole w(ε)
with the value w = 62/63 shown by the dashed line.
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FIG. 8: Poinare setions at ν = 1.2 and inreasing values of ε
in the range orresponding to the wide spike with w = 62/63
in Fig. 7 (b). (a) Meandering CIC surrounded by meander-
ing invariant urves (ε = 0.011931). (b) CIC meandering
between the odd 63 : 62 islands born as a result of a saddle-
enter bifuration (ε
s
= 0.011934). () CIC destrution due
to onnetion of invariant manifolds of the 63 : 62 islands
(ε = 0.01193511). A narrow stohasti layer appears at the
plae of the CIC. (d) CIC appears again (ε = 0.0119352).
FIG. 9: Poinare setions at ε = 0.015 and inreasing val-
ues of ν. (a) CIC between islands of the even 2:1 resonane
(ν = 2.51 < 2f
max
= 2.556). (b) Reonnetion of invari-
ant manifolds of that resonane and a formation of a vor-
tex pair with a narrow stohasti layer shown by bold urves
(ν = 2.55). () The vortex size dereases with inreasing ν
(ν = 2.555). (d) Past some ritial value of ν, the vortex pair
disappears and CIC appears again (ν = 2.56).
the ontinued-fration representation. Eah spike in that
series generates a series of resonane spikes of the next
order onverging to the parent spike. Winding numbers
of those resonanes are [0;n, i], i = 2, 3, 4 . . . (at i = 1,
one gets a spike in the main series beause of the iden-
tity [a0; a1, . . . , an, 1] ≡ [a0; a1, . . . , an + 1]). The spikes
with [0; 1, i] = i/(i+ 1) onverge to the spike of the 1 : 1
resonane. That is learly seen in Fig. 7 (a). The di-
retion of onvergene of the spikes in a series alternate
with the series order: the winding number inreases in
the series of the rst order, dereases in the series of the
seond order, and inreases again in the series of the third
order. That is why a haoti region in Fig. 7 (a) is sit-
uated to the right from the 1 : 1 resonane, i. e. in the
range of smaller values of w. Whereas, it is to the left
for the series of the seond order, i. e. in the range of
larger values of w. There also exists an additional hier-
arhial struture with frational 1 : n resonanes, whose
frequenies are below the 1 : 1 resonane frequeny, and a
series with resonanes orresponding to the spikes below
[0; 1, i, (1)], for example, a learly visible series of spikes
below [0; 1, 4, (1)] onverging to the spike 5/6 in the L
diagram (see Fig. 6).
Unfortunately, we ould not identify series of the third
and a higher order beause numerial errors in identify-
ing the winding numbers are greater than the distane
between the spikes of higher-order series. Unresolved re-
gions on the plot L(ε) in Fig. 7 (a) appear beause of a
derease of the distane between the spikes in the same
series with inreasing series number, a proess resembling
Chirikov's overlapping of resonanes.
9A magniation of one of the wide spikes is shown in
Fig. 7 (b). We plot the winding number prole w(ε) to-
gether with the funtion L(ε) for the spike. To illustrate
what happens with the CIC and its surrounding with in-
reasing ε we plot the orresponding Poinare setion in
Fig. 8. In the range ε ≃ [0.0119 : 0.01192] the lengths of
the CIC and surrounding invariant urves inrease slowly
due to small hanges in their geometry (Fig. 8 (a)). Af-
ter a saddle-enter bifuration at ε
s
≃ 0.011934, there
appear two hains of homolinially onneted 63 : 62
islands separated by a meandering CIC (Fig. 8 (b)). The
amplitude of the CIC meanders inreases with further
inreasing ε in the range ε ≃ [0.011934 : 0.011935].
In that range the CIC disappears and appears again in
a random-like manner (see the orresponding fragment
on the plot L(ε) in Fig. 7 (b)) due to overlapping of
higher-order resonanes and reonnetion of their invari-
ant manifolds. The example of suh a reonnetion for
the 63 : 62 resonane at ε = 0.01193511 is shown in
Fig. 8 () where a stohasti layer appears at the plae of
the CIC. As ε inreases further, the CIC appears again
but with a smaller number of meanders (Fig. 8 (d)).
Animation of the orresponding patterns is available at
http://dynalab.poi.dvo.ru/papers/i.avi.
The other wide spikes in the plot L(ε) with a similar
struture are aused by another odd resonanes between
the external perturbation and partile's motion along the
CIC. Under a CIC resonane with the winding number
w = m/n, we mean reonnetion of invariant manifolds of
the resonane n : m and onset of a loal stohasti layer.
The narrow spikes, situated between the wide ones in
Fig. 7 (a), orrespond to reonnetion of even resonanes.
They are hardly resolved on the plot. Even resonanes
of higher orders have a smaller eet on CIC geometry
then odd resonanes. As an example, we illustrate in
Fig. 9 metamorphosis of the CIC with the winding num-
ber w = 1/2. The perturbation amplitude is xed at a
rather small value ε = 0.015 and the frequeny inreases
in the range 2.51 < ν < 2.556 = 2f
max
. At ν = 2.51
there are islands of the even 2 : 1 resonane separated by
a CIC (Fig. 9 (a)). At some ritial value of ν invariant
manifolds of the 2 : 1 resonane onnet and the islands
form a tight vortex-pair struture surrounded by a nar-
row stohasti layer (see Fig. 9 (b) at ν = 2.55). The size
of the pair dereases gradually with further inreasing ν,
and the orresponding hyperboli orbits approah eah
other (see Fig. 9 () at ν = 2.555). At some ritial value
of ν, hyperboli and ellipti orbits of the resonane ol-
lide and annihilate, and CIC appears again (see Fig. 9 (d)
at ν = 2.56). Vortex pairs of the other even resonanes
are formed in a similar way. The higher is the order of
the resonane, the smaller is the vortex size.
We onlude this setion by omputing winding num-
bers w of the CIC in the parameter spae. The result is
shown in the bird-wing diagram in Fig. 10. The CIC does
not exist in the white region where the CTB is broken
and ross-jet transport takes plae. The urves, whih
end up on the tips of the feathers of the wing, have
winding numbers w with the following ontinued-fration
representation: [a0; a1, . . . , an, (1)]. These are so-alled
noble numbers whih are known to be the numbers that
annot be approximated by ontinued-fration sequenes
to better auray than the so-alled Diophantine ondi-
tion (see, for example, [42℄). The CICs with noble wind-
ing numbers are in a sense the most struturally robust
invariant urves, i. e. they may survive under a ompar-
atively large perturbation preventing ross-jet transport.
The noble urves are arranged in series like the resonant
bifuration urves with rational winding numbers whih
end up in the dips of the wing in the bird-wing dia-
gram in Fig. 6. For example, the noble series [0; 1, i, (1)]
in Fig. 10 orresponds to the resonane series [0; 1, i] in
Fig. 6. In the w diagram we show a few representatives
of the noble series [0; 1, i, (1)] and series of the next order
[0; 1, i, j, (1)] (see Fig. 10 with j = 2, 3).
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FIG. 10: Bird-wing diagram w(ε, ν) in the parameter spae
showing values of the winding number w of the CIC by nu-
anes of the grey olor. White zone: regime with broken CTB
and ross-jet transport. The urves with irrational winding
numbers end up on the tips of the feathers of the wing (some
of them are marked by the orresponding noble numbers),
whereas the urves with rational winding numbers (shown in
Fig. 6) end up in the dips of the wing.
IV. BREAKDOWN OF CENTRAL TRANSPORT
BARRIER
We have studied in the preeding setion properties of
the CIC whih has been shown to be a diagnosti means
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FIG. 11: Destrution of entral transport barrier upon moving
in the parameter spae along a resonant bifuration urve with
the rational winding number w = 8/9. (a) Narrow stohasti
layer on the Poinare setion is onned between invariant
urves whih provide a transport barrier. The perturbation
parameters (ε = 0.04889, ν = 1.31625) are hosen on the
urve with w = 8/9 nearby its right edge (see Fig. 6). (b)
Onset of ross-jet transport at the values of parameters (ε =
0.054, ν = 1.285) hosen in the white zone of that dip.
FIG. 12: Destrution of entral transport barrier upon mov-
ing in the parameter spae along a urve with the noble value
of the CIC's winding number w = [0; 1, 5, 1, (1)]. When ap-
proahing a tip of the orresponding feather of the wing
in Fig. 10, one observes on the Poinare setion a derease
in the width of transport barrier with a CIC (bold urves)
inside. (a) ε = 0.07017, ν = 1.367875. (b) ε = 0.07416,
ν = 1.350375. () ε = 0.0796067, ν = 1.325875. (d) Onset
of ross-jet transport at the values of parameters (ε = 0.08,
ν = 1.3142) hosen beyond a tip of that feather in the white
zone in Fig. 10.
to haraterize CTB and its destrution. CTB separates
water masses to the south and the north from the en-
tral jet and prevents their mixing. It is not a homoge-
neous jet-like layer but onsists of hains of ballisti is-
lands, narrow stohasti layers, and meandering invariant
urves of dierent orders and periods (inluding a CIC)
to be onned by invariant urves from the south and
the north. Those urves break down one after another
when inreasing the perturbation amplitude ε, produ-
ing stohasti layers at their plae on both sides of the
entral jet, until the stohasti layers merge with one an-
other and with stohasti layers around the southern and
northern irulation ells produing a global stohasti
layer and onset of ross-jet transport.
Upon moving along any resonant bifuration urve
with a rational value of the winding number w in the
bird-wing diagram in Fig. 6, we have those values of the
perturbation amplitude ε and frequeny ν at whih the
orresponding CIC is broken due to reonnetion of in-
variant manifolds. It does not mean that CTB is bro-
ken as well. That is the ase only if we are at the dips
of the wing. The proess of CTB destrution for this
type of movement in the parameter spae is illustrated
in Fig. 11. We x a point (ε = 0.04889, ν = 1.31625) on
the resonant bifuration urve with w = 8/9 nearby its
right edge in Fig. 6 and plot the orresponding Poinare
setion. A narrow stohasti layer, onned between in-
variant urves providing a transport barrier, appears on
the Poinare setion in panel (a) at the plae of a broken
CIC. The barrier will be broken if one would hoose the
values of parameters in the white zone in Fig. 6. Merging
of southern and northern stohasti layers and onset of
ross-jet transport are shown in panel (b) at ε = 0.054,
ν = 1.285.
Upon moving along any urve with a noble value of the
winding number w in the bird-wing diagram in Fig. 10,
we have those values of the perturbation amplitude ε and
frequeny ν at whih a CIC with the orresponding noble
number exists. The proess of CTB destrution for the
motion in the parameter spae along the noble urve with
w = [0; 1, 5, 1, (1)] is illustrated in Fig. 12. When moving
to the tip of the orresponding feather of the wing in
Fig. 10, one observes progressive destrution of invariant
urves and derease of the width of the transport barrier
(panels (a) and (b)) unless a single CIC remains as the
last barrier to ross-jet transport (panel ()). Onset of
ross-jet transport (panel (d)) happens at the values of
parameters hosen beyond a tip of that feather in the
white zone in Fig.10.
Upon moving along any resonant bifuration urve to
the orresponding dip of the bird-wing diagram in Fig. 6,
we nd ross-jet transport at smaller values of the pertur-
bation amplitude as ompared to the ase with irrational
winding numbers beause in order to provide ross-jet
transport in the rst ase it is enough to destrut all the
KAM urves. Whereas, CICs with irrational and espe-
ially noble values of the winding number may deform in
a ompliated way but still survive under inreasing ε up
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to omparatively large values.
V. CONCLUSION
Being motivated by the problem of ross-jet transport
in geophysial ows in the oean and atmosphere, we
have studied in detail topology of a entral transport
barrier (CTB) and its destrution in a simple kinemati
model of a meandering urrent with haoti advetion of
passive partiles (Fig. 1) that belong to the lass of non-
degeneray Hamiltonian systems. Diret omputation of
the amplitudefrequeny diagram (Fig. 2) demonstrated
onset of ross-jet transport at surprisingly small values of
the perturbation amplitude ε provided that the perturba-
tion frequeny ν was suiently large. As an indiator
of the strength of the CTB and its topology, we used
a entral invariant urve (CIC) whih was onstruted
by iterating indiator points by a numerial proedure
borrowed from theory of nontwist maps. The CTB has
been shown to exist provided a set of the iterations was
bounded. Otherwise, ross-jet transport has been ob-
served (Fig. 3). The results were presented as a diagram
of the box-ounting dimension of those sets of iterations
in Fig. 4.
Geometry of the CIC has been shown to be highly sen-
sitive to small variations in the parameters near a fratal-
like boundary of the diagram (Fig. 5). Quantifying om-
plexity of the CIC's form by its length L, we omputed
the orresponding L diagram looking like a bird wing
with a fratal-like boundary (Fig. 6). Resonant bifura-
tion urves with rational winding numbersm/n end up in
the dips of the boundary. Along those urves in the pa-
rameter spae, invariant manifolds of the orresponding
n : m resonanes onnet providing a destrution of the
CIC. Senarios of the reonnetion are dierent for odd
(Fig. 8) and even (Fig. 9) resonanes. Animation of the
proess at http://dynalab.poi.dvo.ru/papers/i.avi pro-
vides a visual demonstration of omplexity of topology
of the CTB and its destrution. Computing the winding
number w of the CIC, we have got an information about
those values of the perturbation parameters at whih the
CTB is strong or weak. Using representation of the val-
ues of winding numbers by ontinued frations, we were
able to order spikes with rational values of w in Fig. 7 into
hierarhial series of the orresponding CIC resonanes.
The urve, whih end up on the tips of feathers of the
wing in the winding-number diagram in Fig. 10, have
noble winding numbers whih are so irrational that the
orresponding CICs break down in the last turn when
varying the perturbation parameters. The noble urves
have been found to be arranged in series like the resonant
bifuration urves with rational values of w. Destrution
of CTB is illustrated for two ways in the parameter spae:
upon moving along resonant bifuration urves with ra-
tional values of w (Fig. 11) and along urves with noble
values of w (Fig. 12).
In onlusion we address two points that may be im-
portant in possible apliations of the results abtained.
Moleular diusion in laboratory experiment and turbu-
lent diusion in geophysial ows are expeted to wash
out ideal fratal-like strutures aused by haoti adve-
tion after a harateristi time sale. The question is
what is this sale. As to moleular diusion in the oean,
the diusion time-sale L2/D is very large sine the dif-
fusion oeient is of the order of D ≃ 10−5 m2/se and
L is of a kilometer sale. The sale of moleular diusion
in laboratory tanks is, of ourse, muh smaller. How-
ever, some fratal-like strutures have been observed in
real laboratory experiments (see, for example, Ref. [43℄
and the book [16℄ for a reent review of experiments).
Modelling of a ombined eet of haoti advetion and
turbulent diusion in the oean is a hard problem de-
serving a speial onsideration. Any kind of diusion is
expeted to intensify ross-jet transport.
The advantage of the kinemati approah is its ability
to identify dierent fators that may enhane or sup-
press ross-jet transport. However, the results obtained
with our simplied kinemati model should be taken with
aution to desribe ross-jet transport in real geophysial
ows. In any kinemati model the veloity eld is postu-
lated based on known features of the urrent while in dy-
nami models it should obey dynamial equations follow-
ing from the onservation of potential vortiity [44, 45℄.
It is very diult to formulate an analyti and dynami-
ally onsistent model with haoti advetion (for a dis-
ussion and examples of suh models see [15, 27, 29, 46℄).
One approah is to seek solutions of the uid dynam-
is equations that are self-onsistent to linear order [47℄.
Some aspets of ross-jet transport in a linearized model
with a zonal Bikley jet urrent and two Rossby waves
have been studied in Refs. [27, 28, 48℄. Potential vortiity
is not exatly onserved within the linear approximation
but models that are self-onsistent to linear order provide
a ompromise between the self-onsisteny demands and
the fruitfulness of Hamiltonian models.
The question, how preditions of kinemati models in
destrution of barriers to ross-jet transport arry over
to more realisti dynamial models, remains open. We
plan in the future to apply the methods developed in
the present paper to a dynamially onsistent model of a
meandering urrent with Rossby waves.
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